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1. INTRODUCTION
Trinasmart’s Smart-Curve technology reduces the operating voltage range for each module, by limiting its output voltage
contribution to the string.
This enables longer strings, as designers no longer need to rate strings to open circuit voltage. With longer strings, the
electrical balance of systems can be streamlined, requiring fewer combiner boxes, fuses, and home run wiring. Overall,
this reduces system cost by approximately $0.04-0.06/W. Additionally, with fewer conductors, the system I2R losses are
reduced by approximately 0.4%. Finally, this design can raise the minimum string voltage, giving inverter designers more
options to reduce cost or increase efficiency.
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Image 1: Illustrative module I/V curve with Smart-Curve™ technology

2. “VLIMIT” FUNCTIONALITY DETAIL
2.1 Control Mechanism
The voltage out of each Optimizer is limited to a pre-defined limit, called “Vlimit”. The voltage control, keeping the voltage
below the “Vlimit” is a two-part mechanism:
• During the course of normal operation, the voltage is regulated by Trinasmart’s Impedance Matching approach. Thus,
the mechanism is provided by the proven hardware architecture already used in hundreds of thousands of units
deployed worldwide.
• In addition, there is a hardware-based voltage clamp to prevent the voltage from ever going above the specified limit
during a fault condition. This scenario should be extremely rare (only necessary in an instant loss of load, such as an
open circuit fault), but enables the product to comply with zero-tolerance voltage testing.
2.2 Behavior under Various Conditions
The voltage limit value does not need to be de-rated for various temperature values. A Vlimit value will be the same at
+25C as for -40C.
Please note that the margin of error for the voltage limit calculation is +/- 2.5%. So the maximum voltage out of an
Optimizer will be the Vlimit plus 2.5%. This includes a slight temperature drift in the measurement of some of the electrical
components.
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2.3 Impact on Module Voltage
The module voltage is independent of the voltage that the Optimizer contributes to the string. So, the voltage potential
across a module may still be higher than the voltage limit of the Optimizer (say, on a cold bright morning), but the
voltage out of the Optimizer (which is how the string sizing is calculated) will never exceed the pre-set limit. See the block
diagram below. So, for example, the Vlimit choice can be below the module’s Vmp, without impacting the module’s power
production.
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Image 2: Block diagram of Maximizer and PV module

The voltage across the module is separate from the voltage that the Maximizer contributes to the string

2.4. Choice of Vlimit
The Optimizer can easily handle a wide range of values of Vlimit, including ones that are well below the module’s Vmp at
STC.
Typically, the only constraint is the maximum current that will result from the Smart-Curve mechanism if the value of Vlimit
is significantly below Vmp. Please see section “3.4 Maximum Current Rating” for a detailed description of this relationship.
In general, we recommend choosing a value of Vlimit that will result in the strings being 30% to 35% longer than they
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would be in a traditional design. This will typically result in a Vlimit value that is zero to ten percent higher than the Vmp at
STC.

3. IMPACT ON SYSTEM DESIGN
With a lower maximum voltage from each module, this enables system engineers to design longer strings than they
would with standard system design. This provides more flexibility in design (more options for string length), reduces
overall string count, and enables a tighter DC voltage range for the inverter.
Note that the Smart-Curve technology does not impact the minimum string sizing, as the Optimizer does not boost
voltage.
3.1. String Design
The impact on string design is best shown through an example. We will use a typical 72-cell (280-watt peak) crystalline
silicon module, in a 600V system application. The module and inverter specifications are given below.
Traditional String Design

Value

Max power voltage (Vmp) at STC

35.2V

Open circuit voltage (Voc) at STC

44.8V

Modules per string (traditional design)

11 modules

With traditional string sizing, the maximum string size is defined as the maximum voltage (600) divided by the voltage
overhead of each module (Voc at the coldest temperature at the installation location). Using a 13% temperature estimator,
the voltage overhead for each module is 50.6V, and so strings cannot be any longer than 11 modules (600 / 50.6 = 11.85).
However, with the Smart-Curve technology, the strings get longer. For the module above, we would recommend a Vlimit
value of 35.8V. In other words, the Optimizer would prevent the output voltage from ever going above 35.8Vdc, at any
insolation or temperature level. Factoring in the 2.5% margin of error, the voltage overhead for each module would be just
36.64V.
These strings could be designed up to the maximum operating voltage of the inverter. With a typical inverter voltage of
550Vdc, the maximum string length would grow to 15 modules (500 / 36.64 = 15.01). These strings of 15 modules are 36%
longer than the 11-module strings in the traditional design.
Smart-Curve String Design

Value

Inverter’s maximum DC input voltage

550V

Vlimit

35.1 V

Modules per string (with Smart-Curve)
15 modules

15 modules

Improvement in string length

36%

3.2 Electrical BoS Cost Impact
To see the benefits of these longer strings on the electrical BoS, we will continue the example with the 280-watt module
(similar ratios will be true with most modules).
Assuming a 1 megawatt (DC) array, this will require 3,572 total modules. With the traditional design of strings of 11, the
modules will be wired into 325 total strings. Assuming a 16-pole combiner box, this array will require 21 combiner boxes.
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With the Smart-Curve technology, the strings can be lengthened to 15 modules each – again, a 36% improvement. This
means that the same 3,572 modules can be connected in just 239 strings. Assuming the same 16-pole combiner box, this
array will only require 15 combiner boxes – 29% fewer than the traditional array.
Furthermore, not only are the combiner boxes reduced by 29%, but all the home run wiring, fusing, and corresponding
labor are all reduced by 29%. Given a typical electrical balance-of-system cost of approximately $0.20-0.25, a 25%
improvement represents approximately $0.06-$0.07 in up-front cost savings from the Smart-Curve technology.
In addition to the electrical system cost reduction, longer strings have a number of other design benefits. They can give
system designers more options for string layout, more optimally fitting strings to a given area. For smaller systems, the
option to go to longer strings can help expand the system size beyond what a traditional array could address. And finally,
the longer strings will raise the minimum string voltage.
3.3 Minimum String Voltage
With longer strings, the minimum string voltage also increases. Continuing our example with the standard modules,
the longer strings of 15 modules will raise the minimum string voltage to 422Vdc1. This compares very favorably to the
original string of 11 modules, which would have a minimum string voltage of 309Vdc.
With higher minimum voltages, inverter manufacturers have more options for improving the design and performance of
their inverters.
3.4 Maximum Current Rating
Depending on the choice of Vlimit, the maximum current rating for a module may or may not be changed. The key
relationship is that the maximum current from a module is given by:
Maximum current = (Maximum power) / (Minimum voltage at power level)
In this case, the minimum voltage resulting from this mechanism is defined as the Voltage Limit – because if the native
voltage from the module is lower than the Voltage Limit, then the Optimizer is not reducing voltage – and would have no
impact on raising the current.
This can be shown graphically. The Smart-Curve mechanism will reduce the outbound voltage of the module, along the
iso-power curve. So while the module’s native I/V curve may go above Vlimit (shown as the blue circle in Image 3 below),
the impact of the Smart-Curve mechanism is to reduce voltage (and raise current) along the iso-power curve back to the
Vlimit value (shown as the green circle in Image 3).
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Image 3: Module I/V curve with Iso-power Curves

Vlimit equal to the module Vmp at STC
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Given this general design approach, there are three recommended guidelines for Vmp choice:
3.4.1: Vlimit equal to Vmp at STC.
The most conservative approach is to keep Vlimit equal to or greater than the module’s Vmp (as shown in the chart above).
If Vlimit is equal to or greater than the module’s Vmp at STC, then there is no impact on the maximum current rating of the
module. This is because the rated power divided by Vlimit is lower than the Imp of the module.
3.4.2: Vlimit equal to Pmax / Isc.
The Vlimit can be slightly lower than the Vlimit, as long as it is larger than the module’s rated power divided by Isc, and still
not change the maximum current rating from the module. In this case, the maximum rated current is still at or below Isc.
3.4.3: Vlimit equal to Pmax / 10A.
A common requirement is for the conductors to carry no more than 10 amps. In order to achieve this, the Vlimit can be as
low as the maximum power.
In the case of the standard module above, the max power current (Imp) is 7.95A, while the short-circuit current is 8.35A. So
the minimum value of Vlimit without impacting the module’s maximum current rating would be 33.5V (280W / 8.35A), and
the minimum value of Vlimit without impacting 10A conductor sizing would be 28V (280W / 10A). This can be illustrated
in the chart below:
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Chart 4: Module I/V curve with Iso-power Curves

Minimum value of Vlimit without exceeding 10A rating per string

4. ENERGY PRODUCTION IMPACT
The Smart-Curve can improve the total energy production of the system, when all factors are taken into account. We will
describe each factor in detail below.
4.1 Power Point Tracking Impact
There is no impact on the module’s power point tracking with the Smart-Curve technology. This includes zero impact on
the inverter’s MPPT algorithm, as well as the Optimizers’ Impedance Matching algorithm.
As was noted above (see Image 2), the voltage out of the Optimizer is completely separate from the voltage across the
module. So even if the value of Vlimit is below the module’s Vmp, the module can still operate at its own peak power
voltage, while the Optimizer reduces its voltage contribution on the string.
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4.2 Line Loss
In addition to reducing the electrical BoS cost, the longer strings also reduce line losses, making the energy impact of the
system (factoring in the efficiency of the Optimizer System) a wash.
The other benefit of fewer home runs is the fact that the resistive losses of the strings are 25-30% lower. The current for
each home run will be the same in each scenario, but with Smart-Curve there are fewer home runs, and subsequently
fewer line losses. With typical line losses of approximately 1.5%, a 25-30% reduction results in a ~0.4% improvement in
system efficiency.
4.3 Optimizer Efficiency
In order to achieve all of these benefits (longer strings, lower electrical BoS cost, and improved system efficiency),
the Optimizer does very modest voltage reduction. We will analyze the slight impact this will have on system energy
production. While the exact values will depend on many factors (primarily the module specifications, the choice of Vlimit,
and the application where the array is installed), we can continue the example above with the standard 280-watt module
as an illustrative example.
We first must understand what voltage range is likely to be produced from the array, and what energy levels will be
delivered at these voltages. Module voltages can be predicted by the ambient temperature, wind speed, insolation, and
orientation of the modules. We will use two locations for the weather profile (Phoenix, representing a warm climate, and
Toronto, representing a cold climate), and in both cases use Global DNI and DIF irradiance2.
Recall that the Smart-Curve technology involves the Optimizers reducing voltage whenever it is above Vlimit, to make sure
that it never goes above Vlimit. In Toronto, the voltage reduction will be in effect for approximately 30% of the operating
time, which represents 28.5% of the energy production. The average voltage reduction is just 4.18%during this period,
with a maximum voltage reduction of 15.46%.
The below chart shows the histogram of the voltages that will be delivered by the modules at an installation in Toronto.
This illustrates the dynamics explained above, including the total amount of hours where the modules will be above the
Vlimit, and total energy delivered at voltages greater than the Vlimit.
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Chart 5: Voltage and Energy Histogram – Toronto
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In Phoenix, the values are actually smaller, because the temperatures are generally hotter there (and subsequently, the
voltages are lower). In this case, the system reduces voltage for just 4.43% of the operating time, and these times represent
just 1.35% of total energy production. The average voltage reduction during these times is just 1.82%, and the maximum
voltage reduction is 8.14%.
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Chart 6: Voltage and Energy Histogram – Phoenix

Furthermore, there is typically very low current when module voltage is high. The below scatter plots show the actual
hours where the Optimizers reduce voltage (each dot represents one hour). Note the slight inverse relationship between
the voltage reduction and the actual sunlight: the maximum voltage reduction times are also times where the current is
lowest.
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Chart 7: Scatter Plot of Voltage Reduction versus Solar Load - Toronto
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Chart 8: Scatter Plot of Voltage Reduction versus Solar Load - Phoenix

To convert these voltage reduction values to efficiency values, we apply the standard Optimizer efficiencies (1.0%
conversion losses at 20% voltage reduction3). The result is that the total efficiency losses are just 0.07% of the system’s total
energy production in Toronto, and 0.001% of the system’s energy production in Phoenix. This extremely low efficiency loss
is because of the small amount of time spent reducing voltage, the small amount of voltage reduction necessary, and the
high efficiency of the voltage reduction architecture.

APPENDIX
The energy values above are based on Global DNI and DIF (roughly equivalent to the sunlight received from a dual-axis
tracker). They therefore overstate the production on the corners of the day when voltages are higher. As such, they are
conservative when compared to single-axis or fixed-tilt system designs.
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